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A YEAR OF INNOVATION,
COLLABORATION AND
COMMITMENT AT ESSILOR
Watch our video and look back at some
of the highlights of this year, all of
which have helped us advance our
mission of improving lives by improving
sight.

Learn more

2018.12.19

HUBERT SAGNIÈRES' RECENT INTERVIEW ON CNBC
Essilor Chairman Hubert Sagnières was recently
interviewed live on CNBC’s Capital Connections
program, where he answered questions about the
French economy, trends for the optical market in
China, the combination with Luxottica and the rise of
myopia in Asia.
Learn more

2018.12.14

ESSILOR FURTHER STRENGTHENS ITS EMPLOYEE
SHAREHOLDING, REACHING 65% GLOBALLY
Essilor announced today that employee shareholding
worldwide is expected to reach around 65%, a 10%
increase compared with a year ago. More than 45,000
Essilor employees in 58 countries now hold a financial
stake in EssilorLuxottica, born following the successful
combination of Essilor and Luxottica on October 1,
2018.
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2018.12.07

ESSILOR LAUNCHES NEW FELLOWSHIP TO EXTEND
REACH OF ITS SOCIAL IMPACT
Essilor has created a new prestigious and highly
selective program – Essilor Base‐of‐Pyramid Fellowship
(EBoP) to give talented young people the opportunity
to collaborate with Essilor in developing projects that
have a social impact in underprivileged communities.
Learn more

2018.12.06

ESSILOR PARTNERS WITH THE ROYAL GOVERNMENT
OF BHUTAN IN ITS AMBITION TO BECOME THE FIRST
COUNTRY IN THE WORLD TO ERADICATE POOR
VISION
Essilor commits to further expanding its unique
inclusive business and philanthropic programmes to
eradicate unprotected and uncorrected poor vision in
the Kingdom of Bhutan, where 25% of the population
suffer from uncorrected refractive errors and much of
the population is at risk of exposure to UVA/UVB rays
due to high altitude.
Learn more
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